Zotero Instructions in Other Languages

Official Zotero documentation in other languages

While Zotero is primarily developed in English, most parts of the Zotero ecosystem have been translated into other languages. These include the Zotero client, the wiki documentation, and the Citation Style Language (CSL) citation styles. From http://www.zotero.org/support/dev/localization

As of February, 2013, documentation for Zotero is available in

- en - English
- ar - Arabic
- cs - Czech
- da - Danish
- de - German
- es - Spanish
- fr - French
- hu - Hungarian
- it - Italian
- ja - Japanese
- ko - Korean
- nl - Dutch
- pl - Polish
- pt - Portuguese
- ru - Russian
- sl - Slovenian
- sv - Swedish
- tr - Turkish
- zh – Chinese
To see the translation, look for the codes at the top of pages on the Zotero site:

Zotero’s Unicode support allows you to import, store, and cite items in any language. You can change the language of Zotero, and of the citations and bibliographies created by Zotero. Finally, there is an experimental multilingual version of Zotero, which supports storage of item metadata in more than one language (transliterations and translations). See more at Zotero Support at http://www.zotero.org/support/supported_languages.

Search Google and Youtube

Although the quality may be less than items on the Zotero site, to look for more online info in your language, try

- google Zotero AND the language you prefer, as in Zotero Spanish.
- put Zotero AND the language you prefer into Youtube search at http://www.youtube.com/

  For example, a Youtube in Portuguese http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hYFwLDm01Bw
  A Youtube in French http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPaoK3oxC5U
  A Youtube in Spanish http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3w091etWpTo